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Our work night turned out to be a talk night, which considering the 
JP&S present pickle we find ourselves in on momentary switch machines, was 

Just right, especially when we now have a pocketfull of money, I think 
(at least somebody's pocket is full). Discussion finally wound up talkin 

^ about useing the old standard rotarys throughout and all seemed to agree 
that this would be great if we could get'em. Van was sittin there listenin 
and pretty soon he got up and got The Model Railroaders out and spent 
the better part of an hour thumbin and lookin and pretty soon he points to 
an ad in the Jan. 1970 issue on Rotary switch machines! Just like that. 

0^ And so Naff gets this guy on the horn in Dayton, Ohio the next day but 
sez he sold "em all a long time ago,but that he has a buddy who bought 
a thousand of them not too long agp. Naff calls the buddy and he sez 

f* he's got 550, some with single roofed, some with double, wants*2.00 
ea. and couldn't bust him on the price. Kept saying he'd sell 'em alright. 

~ He did agree to pay for the freight which he reckoned might be about $35, 
v which is something anyway. Said he would air mail a sample so we could see 

it next Wednesday. Also said he had sub miniature toggle switches for .35 
0* ea. and a bunch of wire etc. and that he would send a list of these other 
' goodies too, maybe some samples also. 

s ^ I didn't say anything but it occurs to me that we have a pretty good 
design and method for installing these and I wonder about the possibility 

jpv of swapping this guy 2 for Ion machines, i . e . for every two machines he 
gives us, we send one back to him mounted on a block, fitted with a shaft 
extension and a lever, a piece of headed music wire and a pivot plate all 

^ boxed ready to sel l . Betcha he could get $7.50 for those. And I'll betcha 
we could too. So there's a possibility to save $400, or if we bought 'em 
all and did our own selling we could get our machines and wind up with a 

T profit of $1525. Trouble is there's a lot of work fixin up 350 extra machines 
and there'd be some cost against the $1525 in materials, boxin - advertising, 

A etc. Probably run our take down to maybe $1200. Far as I'm concerned 
everyone would have to be willing to work on these machines, much of it 
over at my place. It's an idea. Lota work. Whatcha say? 

Van is gettin worried about the way train boxes are being handled 
when settin up on the layout and rightfully so . Nothing has happened 

r yet that we know of but everyone should be more careful than ever before. 
Our layout is now becoming more operational all the time and more scenery 

jp* is going in which is delicate. It doesn't take much to mess up a set of 
switch points or knock the track out of gauge. . Most that should be said 
as of now is think a little when you are setting up and go easy on the layout. 

p * Also we have an official place now for storage of boxes while trains are on 
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the layout. It's under the bench in the workshop where all the boxes were 
stored during Open House, Which also means no more accumulating junk 
under the bench. Leave this spot open for storage of train boxes. 

Eddie brought cookies, e tc . , fixed up the coffee for us and that sure 
was a nice extra. This had to be quite a lot of work on her part getting 
ready, bein there and all. Thanks Eddie, hope it continues, Andjjpe *t& 
thinks youse guys had better be sayin thanks too. Often, 

And Eddie has made another contribution for the Spur, herewith: 
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Well the Open Houso has come and gone once again* Things are beginning to 

settle back down to normal* To all of you who baked cakes and worked 

in the dining car. many thanks* The Open House couldn't have been a 

success without your help. Thought you guys &. gale might be interested 

in what we sold from the caboose* Here it is: J50 Hot Dogs & Buns. 

2) cases of pop, plus the cakes and goodies* We made more money this 

year than ever before. The club found out that it could handle a large 

crowd of people and even the Fire Inspectors were impressed* They even 

signed our guest book* 

Our newspaper publicity mentioned the fact that we were collecting 

bottles and papers for extra revenue and some of the visitors donated 

bottles as they came to see the layout* Stan & * Jack brought us a 

trailer load of bottles when they Came down fortho Open House* Thanks, 

it is this extra effort that makes the club the great group it is* 

Would like to see the olub have some kind of a Hobo outing this summer* 

I'll even make the Hobo Stew* 

I would like to welcome liary Ana Weiss into the Railetxes* She worked 

in the oaboose during the Open House* It is great when new members pitch 

in and help • When a club has this, it can only grow* 

To everyone who worked to make the Open house a success, it was a job well 

done* Keep those papere and bottles coaming* the olub needs this revenue 

to operate on also* 
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